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Contest is open to Arkansas residents Only.
Must be at least 21 years old or older to submit entry.
No purchase necessary.
All entry information and details will be located on 1037thebuzz.com.
Submissions will be collected each Thursday from 4:00pm to 11:59pm on 1037thebuzz.com LIVEFAN Feedback
or emailing littlebluebook@1037thebuzz.com or randyr@1037thebuzz.com. Entrants must submit on LIVEFAN
Feedback or through email the score of the Razorback game and the tie breaker.
Submissions will be collected beginning each Thursday at 4:00pm to 7:00pm on DriveTime Sports via phone
calls to 501-433-1037. Entrants must give their first and last name to a Signal Media representative.
Email and LIVEFAN Feedback Submissions before Thursday at 4:00pm will not be considered.
Email and LIVEFAN Feedback Submissions after Thursday at 11:59pm will not be considered.
Phone call submissions before Thursday at 4:00pm will not be considered.
Phone call submissions after Thursday at 7:00pm will not be considered.
During a tie, Signal Media representatives will draw for one winner. The drawing will be recorded on camera.
If winner does not pick up the prize from 103.7 The Buzz Station in 30 days from winning, the winner forfeits the
prize.
KABZ 103.7 The Buzz has sole discretion to determine whether an individual(s) is violating the spirit of the
competition by engaging in actions to gain an unfair advantage over other participants and to take appropriate
action to restrict those actions.
Winner is not eligible to play and win other games & contests on KABZ 103.7 The Buzz for 30 days .
Employees and immediate families of KABZ 103.7 The Buzz, Signal Media of Arkansas, Golden Eagle of
Arkansas or any other distributorships on Anheuser Busch products and other media companies are not eligible to
win.
Winner must acknowledge, before receipt of the actual prize, that KABZ 103.7 The Buzz shall have the right to
publicize and broadcast their name and pictures for promoting, marketing, or advertising online
Prizes are non-transferable.
At the end of the promotion, any money remaining will be forfeited and not awarded.
All federal, state, and local taxes, all licensing and title fees, insurance, and all other expenses associated with
ownership of the prize will be the responsibility of the winners.
As a condition for receipt of the prize, the winner must sign releasing KABZ 103.7 The Buzz and Signal Media of
Arkansas from any and all liability arising out of his or her receipt of the prizes and its ownership and use.
If the value of the prize is $600.00 or more, the winner must complete a W- 9 form and provide a photo copy of
his/her driver’s license and social security card.

22. KABZ 103.7 The Buzz and Signal Media of Arkansas reserve the right to amend these rules at any time without
any additional or advance notice.

